Privacy Policy

Website for STEM School INVENTOR designed by Prolego.

Prolego provides this service to our clients for free.

This page informs site visitors about our policy on collection, usage and disclosure of personal information.

Prolego acknowledges the importance to protect personal data of its clients and aims to protect their privacy.

Your use of our app confirms your acceptance of the Prolego Privacy Policy provided below.

If you do not accept these terms, please do not use website of the STEM School INVENTOR. Personal data we collect is used for the work and improvement of our service.

We will not use or disclose your information to third parties except to the extent described in this Privacy Policy.

Personal data use

Prolego defines personal data as:

- first name, patronymic, surname, email address, phone number, post address of the user, gender, health characteristics, that you provide to us.

If you provide us with your email address, you confirm your consent to receive emails from STEM School INVENTOR.

If you provide us with your mobile phone number, you confirm your consent to receive SMS and emails from STEM School INVENTOR.

Prolego reserves its right to use collected through the described method email addresses of the clients for newsletters.

User can opt out of newsletters via link “Cancel subscription”.

All the data collected is stored in the protected database.

Prolego protects this personal data from unauthorized use.

Prolego promises not to disclose personal data to third parties without prior consent of data owner.
Security

We appreciate your trust in providing us with your personal data and aim to protect it in a commercially reasonable manner.

We do our best to protect website of STEM School INVENTOR and its users from unauthorized access to their data, its alteration, disclosure or destruction.

Please note that no Internet data transmission method or electronic data storage is 100% safe and ensures safe data transfer, so we cannot guarantee its absolute safety.

Links to other websites

Website of STEM School INVENTOR can provide links to other Internet resources.

Please note Prolego is not responsible for their content or privacy policies, as well as for the data they might collect even if they contain Prolego name or logo.

Privacy policies at other sites might differ, so we recommend to read these policies in each case.

Protection of kids' privacy.

Prolego treats kids' privacy seriously.

We do not collect personal data of persons who did not come to a legal age or, where allowed by applicable law, persons under thirteen (13).

Kids under thirteen (13) obtain the consent of their parents/caregivers before submitting personal data to our app.

If upon receipt of such data we come to a knowledge that user is under described age we will not use these personal data without the consent of parents/caregivers.

However, without such consent the kid can not participate in certain activities.

Parents/caregiver can review, delete, edit or opt out of future provision or use of kid's personal data by contacting us via email: info@inventor.com.ua.

Changes to this Privacy Policy

We can make occasional changes to our Privacy Policy.
Therefore we recommend you revisit this page once in a while in case something changes.

We will let you know of any changes by publishing new Privacy Policy on this page.

Such changes come into effect immediately after being published on this page.

Contact us

In case of any questions or propositions regarding our Privacy Policy don't hesitate to contact us.